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1. Misconception

  Shinjin EJas, normally  translated 
"faith,"

 
"entrusting,"

 or  
"faith-rnind,"

 constitutes  a

central  role  in Shinran's gems (1173-1263) doctrinal framework. Despite its importance,

the nature ofshinjin  remains  unclear  and  misunderstood  especially  in the West.

  For example,  shiiy'in is often  perceived as being 
"merely"

 devotional in nature,  rooted  in

a  dualistic and  polarized relationship  involving, on  the one  hand, Amida Buddha, a buddha

of  infinite capacity  and,  on  the other  hand, a seeker  or practitioner who  has no  capacity

whatsoever  to perfbrm any  effective  practice. While I hold no  prejudice toward  
"devotion"

as a religious  act  per se, it is inaccurate to categorically  regard  shiiy`in as  being devoid of

any  element  of  wisdom  <projnnya).Consequently, shinjin  is not  seen  to be in the same

league as  wisdom  promoted and  realized  by practitioners of  other  traditions in Mahayana

Buddhism.

  This misconception  has led some  to regard  the Shin (ShinshU or  Jddo ShinshU) tradition

as  not  being authentic  Buddhism and,  at  its extreme,  gone so  far as  to regard  its teachings

as  an  aberration.  For exarnple,  Albert Schweitzer as  far back as  1936 commented,  
"Of

course  the doctrine of  Shinran is an  outrage  on  Buddhism." 
i)
 More  recently,  a scholar

of  Buddhism,  Heinz Bechert, remarked,  
"It

 takes the ideas of  the Buddha  and,  in a way,

twists them  into their opposite.  The most  radical  spokesmari  fbr this approach  is Shinran

Shonin ... ."
 
2)

2. Methodology

  There have, of  course,  been numerous  studies  ofshinjin  within  the traditional Shin sec-

tarian studies  (shtzgaini ft7) .  However, given their restricted  approach  and  limited reach

beyond  Shin studies,  they have had little impact in refuting  the criticism  shown  above.  In
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contrast,  the works  of  [lakamaro Shigaraki, K6tatsu Fojita, and  Ybshifumi Ueda  and  Den-

nis  Hirota have overcome  many  of  the shortcomings  of  sectarian  studies  and  have intro-

duced a  deeper and  more  accurate  understanding  ofshirzl'in to a wider  readership.  
3)
 Build-

ing on  their valuable  findings, I seek  in this paper to fbcus on  one  of  the vital  topics  not

fu11y addressed  in their studies. 4)

  This paper is being carried  out  within  the context  of  what  I am  calling  
"ShinshU

 Theolo-

gy," a term which  may  strike  some  readers  as  being anomalous.  While  
"ShinshU"

 would

not  be problematic for it refers  to the Buddhist school  founded by  Shinran, it would  not  be

the case  so  fbr 
"theology,"

 which  normally  refers  to "the
 study  of  God"  associated  with

Christianity. However,  Bucidhist 71ieology, an  anthology  published in 2000  by a  group of

North American  Buddhist scholars,  has already  addressed  the questions raised  by the use

of  this terrn in a Buddhist context.  The  editors  of this volume  have argued  that 
"theology"

does not  refer  exclusively  to the study  of  the monotheistic  God  but also  carries  a broader

meaning  oC  
"an

 intellectual reflection  within  a  religious  tradition," a  definition attributed

to a  neted  American  theologian  David Tracy. 
S)

  As  
"an

 intellectual refiection,"  I seek  to pursue the topic at hand-shi7y'in in Shinran's

thought-not  within  the framework oftraditional  sectarian  studies.  In taking this approach,

my  concern  does not  lie in stressing  or  promoting the uniqueness  of  Shinshtt teachings over

against  the other  teachings. Moreover, in line with  the definition of"theology"  as  
"an

 intel-

lectual reflection,"  I seek  to remain  true to my  personal experience  as  a  product not  only  of

Japanese but also  ofAmerican  culture.  As  a  result,  
"Shinsha

 Theology" provides greater li-

cense  to engage  in "intellectual

 refiection"  unshackled  by  the frameworks  of  traditional

sectarian  studies  as  well  as  Japanese cultural  values  and  sentiments  that have nurtured  our

understanding  ofshinjin,

  One example  ofthis  Shinsha theological approach  is the greater allowance  fbr refiection

from an  experiential  perspective. In Shin sectarian studies  the majority  ef  discussions on

shinjin  are  canied  out  from a normative  perspective in which  the concern  is with  the truth

claims  about  shinjin  as  being "tme

 and  real  as  the mind  ofAmida."  While this normative

perspective is obviously  important, I believe that an  experiential  perspe¢ tive ofthe  practi-

tioner is equally  important. The  difference in these two  perspectives on  shi,zr'in can  be en-

capsulated  in the phrases, 
"wisdom

 as  endowed  by  Amida"  (normative) and  
[`wisdom

 as

experienced  by practitioners" (experiential) . It is this latter perspective that is of  concern
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in this paper.

3. Multi-dimentional Nature of  Shiiu'in

  According to traditional explanation  particularly within  the Hongwaaji Branch of  Shin

Buddhism, a seeker  entmsts  whole-heartedly  in Amida's  Vbw  and  passively receives  shin-

jin as an  endowed  gift of  Amida. This image continues  to serve  as the basis fbr the most

common  English translation ofshipzl'in as 
"true

 entrusting."  
6)

  While 
[`entrusting"

 does express  one  vital  dimension ofshinjin,  it fails to capture  thefall

picture of  this multivalent  term. The fact that "entrusting"

 does not  adequately  refiect the

fu11 picture becomes readily  apparent  when  we  see  Shinran's fbllowing decription ef

shingyO  fiff, a term  synonymous  with  shiiy'in:

  Entrusting7) (shingy6) is the mind  fu11 oftruth,  reality,  and  sincerity;  the mind  ofultimacy,  accom-

  plishment, reliance,  and  reverence;  the mind  of  discemment, distinctness, clarity, and  faithfulness;

  the mind  of  aspiration,  wish,  desire, and  exultation;  the mind  of  delight, joy, gladness, and  happi-

  ness.  (71te Collected PVlorks ofShinran. Hereafter Cws) 
8)

In this Hongwariji translation, we  find on  this list ofdefinitions  the term  
"reliance"

 fyfi JiN ) ,

which  is synonymous  with  
d`entrusting."9)

 We  can  also  include other  terrns on  this list such

as  
"reverence"

 Qfi S) and  
"faithfulness"

 (chti :ll) that are  approximate  in meaning  to

"entrusting"
 or  

"reliance."
 Hewever,  this passage includes many  other  terms  not  synony-

mous  with  
"entrusting."

  In my  view,  entrusting  or reliance  is but one  ofthe  four primary dimensions ofshinjin

 experience,  which  are  (1) entrusting  (1:{), (2) joy (tag), (3) overcoming  ofdoubt

 (fl,.fl) 
,
 and  (4) wisdom  (ew xe). Since entrusting,joy,  and  overcoming  ofdoubt  are well-

 known  dimensions, I have chosen  to focus on  the least discussed dimension, that ofwis-

dom.

  What  I am  calling  
"wisdorn"

 in this paper is not  limited to the kind of  profbund wisdom

 realized  by buddhas and  bodhisattvas but also  encompass  a  broad range  of  practitioners'

 experience  that are  fhr more  modest  in nature  but, at the same  time, clearly  not  merely  
"de-

 votional."  These qualities ofexperience  are  represented  by such  terrns in the English trans-

 lations of  Shinran's writings  as 
`[reflection,"

 
"knowing,"

 
"awareness,"

 
"insight,"

 and  
`"wis-

 dom." In other  words,  the "wisdom"
 dimension ofshinjin  points to the tangible experiences

 of  the practitioners wherein  they  gain a greater degree of  understanding,  awareness,  or  re-
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alization  about  the teachings and  ofthemselves  in the process of  aspiring  fbr Buddhahood.

  This wisdom  dimension as  experience  of  the practitioner has received  little attention  in

discussions surrounding  the nature  ofshiry'in.  
iO)

 Justification fbr paying greater attention

to the wisdom  dimension can  be seen,  fbr example,  in Shinran's above  passage defining

shinjin.  It includes terms  such  as  
C`discernment"

 (shin g) and  
"clarity"

 (sen Et ), which
appreximate  the meaning  of"wisdom"  as  defined above.

  We  are  now  reacly  to examine  some  ofthe  passages from Shinran's writings  that describe

the qualities ofreflection,  knowing, awareness,  insight and  wisdom.

3.1. Refiection

  Shinran quotes from the Nirvana Sittra a  passage that values  the role  ofreflection.

Again, there are two  kinds of  shiajini  one  arises  from hearing [mon ma] and  the other  from roj7ec-

tion [shi .W.]  . [[hese people's shirijin has arisen  frorn hearing but not.fivm  ,eleetion.  Therefore it is

called  
"imperfect

 realization of  shirijin"  (shin ju gusoku EZ{#JIL). <Cws, 1:235; italic for "re-

flection" added.  The  term  shinjin  is not  italicized in quotes from the Hongwaaji translation in keep-

ing with  their practice.)

Here, despite the enormous  value  traditionally placed on  hearing in Shin Buddhist teach-

ings, this passage cautions  us  against  shiiy7n  based on  hearing without  reflection.  After

hearing the teachings a  seeker  must  rqt7ect  on  them  if one  is to come  to realize  true  shinjin,

for, otherwise,  it would  constitute 
"imperfect

 realizaton  ofshinjin."

  Reflection also  plays a  vital  role  in overcoming  doubt, which  as  alluded  to above  is one

ofthe  four dimensions ofshinjin.  This is evident  in the fo11owing statement  by Shinran:

  Truly we  know, then, that this is called  shinjin because it is untainted  by the hindrance ofdoubt.
  Shirijin is the mind  that is single.  The  mind  that is single  is shiajin  that is true and  real.  (Cws,
  1:194; italics added)

Despite such  a statement,  there is no  detailed explanation  as to how  that elimination  of

doubt is achieved.  It is, of  course,  presumed to be eliminated  in the process of  
"receiving"

shiTv'in, but it is not  clear  how that is done. There  is, however, one  reference  among  the nu-

merous  passages on  doubt that throw  some  light on  this issue. Here in this passage we  see

an  exhortation  to 
"reflect"

 on  the truth that one  is assured  ofnot  being abandoned.

  But ifin this lifetime still you  are  entangled  in a  net  efdoubt,  then  unavoidably  you must  pass once

  more  in the strearn of  birth-aad-death through myriads  of  kalpas and  countless  lives. Hear  and  re-

 .IZect on  the truth that one  is grasped, never  to be abandoned-the  teaching of  attaining  birth in the
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  Pure Land with  transcendent quickness and  ease;  and  let there be no  wavering  or  apprehension.

  (CPrs, 1:303; italic added)

In my  view,  
"to

 refiect"  requires  the seeker  to not  only  hear the teachings but to think upon

and  digest its meaning.  Without going through  such  a mental  process, the hindrances to

doubt would  not  simply  disappear; reflection  contributes  to casting  away  the veil  that

clouded  his understanding  of  the teachings.

32.  Knowing  and  Understanding

  Next, the process of  ."knowing"  is expressed  in the well-known  passage that Shinran

cites from Shandao's gg  statement  about  the 
"deep

 mind."

  Deep  mind  is true and  real  shiajin.  One  truly knows (shinchi fi5i[I) oneself  to be a fbolish being

  fu11 of  blind passions, with  scant  roots  of  good, transmigrating in the three realms  and  unable  to

  emerge  from this burning house. And  further, one  truly knows (shinchi) now,  without  so  much  as  a

  single  thought of  doubt, that Amida's  universal Primal Vbw  decisively enables  all to attain birth.

  (Cws, 1:55; italics added)

Here, the seeker  is shown  to have come  to "know"
 (shinchi),but the character  fbr "know-

ing" (chi IN) fbrms a  compound  with  the character  derioting 
"faith"

 or  
"conviction"

 (shin
E). I take this to mean  that the "knowing"

 here is extremely  firm er with  conviction.  I

would  even  consider  this firm knowing  as 
"insight,"

 fbr this is not  just about  knowledge

but a deeper understanding  about  the nature  of  oneself  and  one's  relation  to Amida.  Hence,

the deep mind  or  shiiy'in entails  firm knowing or  having insight into the truth og  (1) the
seeker's passion-fi11ed, fbolish nature  as  well  as  (2) the Vbw  that assures  the seeker's  birth

in the Pure Land.

  Besides the above  passage, there are  other  passages that point to a  degree of  knowing

and  understanding:

  But  though the light of  the sun  is veiled  by clouds  and  mists,

  Beneath the clouds  and  mists  there is brigthtness, not  dark.

  When  one  realizes  shiniin,  seeing  [ken n] and  revering  and  attaining  great joy, One immediately

  leaps crosswise,  closing  off  the five evil  courses.  (S7i6shinge EfiN,  CMS,  1:70)

The character  fbr 
"seeing"

 (ken) suggests  that despite the clouds  of  desire, anger  and  ha-

tred, the practitioner comes  to see,  know  or  understand  that it is bright beneath the clouds

on  account  of  the working  ofAmida's  compassionate  light. This, in my  view,  shows  that

the seeker  has come  to know, understand  and  eyen  gained insight into the newly-fbund  re-
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ality on  account  ofthe  transfbrmation  experienced  through  shitv-in.

3.3. Awareness

  The  sense  of  coming  to a deeper understanding  of  one's  karmic evil is clearly  expressed

in Shinran's own  words  in one  of  his letters to his disciples. He specifically  uses  a  term,

omoishirite  i3 S O" L lj v(, which  the Hongwabji translators rendered,  
"having

 become

thoroughly  aware."

  When  people first begin to hear the Buddha's  Vbw,  they wonder,  having become thoroughly  mvare

  ofthe  karmic evil  in their hearts and  mind,  how  they will  ever  attain  birth as  they  are.  (Cws, 1:553;

  italics added)

Ibelieve that further evidence  of  awareness  can  be found in the fbllowing passage in the

Preface of  1<yjgyo'shinsho- va fiE EiE:

  Reverently entrusting  [dyo-shin twE] myselfto  the teaching, practice and  realization,  . . . I am  es-

  pecially awane  [shirinu ln O ta] ofthe  profundity ofthe  [fathagata's benevolence. (CMS, 1:4)

While this passage is not  a direct reference  te shinjin  though  ultimately  sorit  expresses

Shinran's fundmental attitude  in which  he acknowledges  the experience  of  being "aware"

ofthe  depth ofthe  teachings.

3.4. Insight

  The  fbllowing passages reveal  a mental  working  that I categorize  as  
"insight,"

 which  are

realized  as  a result  of  the seeker  being "associated"

 or  
"identified"

 with  the teachings or

practitioners at higher levels of  the Buddhist path.

  wnen  a  foolish being of  delusion and  defilement awakens  shiiijin, he realizes  [sho-chi stM] that

  birth-and-death is itselfnirvana. (ShOshinge, CPrs, 1:72)

In this passage Shinran uses  the  Chinese character  (sho- ff) which  means  
"proof"

 or  
`Ccon-

firmation" of  what  one  comes  to know  or  undertand  (chi XU) , which  the Hongwaaji  trans-

lators rendered  as  
"realizes."

 And  what  the seeker  comes  to  realize  here is that "birth-and-

death is none  other  than nirvana,"  which,  by any  standard  ofMahayana  Buddhist doctrine,

censtitutes  a  high level ofinsight  or  teaching.

  Next  is the well-known  passage that Shinran cites in ,K)?Ogyo'shinsho'  
"Chapter

 on  S7iin-

J'in" from the 7Virvana Szttra, in which  he equates  shiwfin  with  Buddha-nature.

  Buddha-nature is great shinjin.  Why?  Because  through  shiry'in the bedhisattva-mahasattva has ac-

  quired all the paramitas from charity  to wisdom.  All sentient  beings will  without  fail ultimately  re-

  alize great shinjin.  Therefbre it is taught, "All
 sentient  beings are  possessed of  Buddha-nature.i'
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  Great shitu'in  is none  other  than  Buddha-nature. Budcha-nature is TathEgata. (Cws, 1:99)
One of  the important points that this passage conveys  is that a  person of shinjin  is identi-

fied with  the categories  that are  intimately associated  with  some  higher Ievels of  awaken-

ing, that is to say, Buddha-nature and  the pa-ramitas from charity  to wisdom.  Given Shin-

ran's  understanding  ofhuman  nature,  it would  be dithcult to interpret this passage to mean

that fbolish ordinary  beings (bombu JLiki) havejully attained  these higher levels of  en-

lightenment. Nevertheless, it would  be reasonable  to interpret, based on  the above  discus-

sion, that persons ofshinjin  have experienced  some  levels ofthese  elements  of  awakening.

  Such being the case,  we  can  regard  those ofshinjin  to have gained some  degree ofun-

derstanding, awareness  or  insight into the teachings in their continuing  effbrt  to live up  to

the ideals of  these teachings. That, after all, is the spirit of  bodZtisattva-mahdsattva which

the Nirvana  Stitra identifies with  the person of  shinj'in.  Further, since  Buddha-nature is

none  other  than shinjin,  the persons ofshinjin  can  be regarded  as being associated  with

some  higher level ofinsight,  since  only  the bodhisatvas ofthe  tenth bhtimi can  fu11y under-

stand  Buddha-nature. 
]i)
 It is, thus, safe  to presume  that some  degree ofinsight  can  be ex-

perienced by them, and  this is precisely the point that Shinran's fbllowing words  appear  to

support.

  In this passage Shinran explains  the level attained  by the persons of  shinjin  within  the

context  of  earlier  Buddhist teachings.

  Thus, when  one  attains  the true and  real  practice and  shirijin, one  greatry rejoices  in one's  heart.

  This attaiument  is therefbre called  the stage  qfliay [hangiJ'i twgth]. It is likened to the first fimit:

  the sages  ofthefirstfruit [shoha shoja  jlfUpaagg] . . . . (K)70gyo-shinshO, Cws, 1:54; italics added)

Here, the person ofshitu'in  is said to have attained  the Stage ofJoy,  which  is the first bhtimi

stage  within  the Mahayana doctrine on  the stages  of  enlightenment  and  constitutes  an  ex-

tremely high stage  of  attainment;  those at this stage  are  often  thought  of  as  bodhisattvas.

Furthermore, Shinran equates  this Stage of  Joy to the first stage  of  the Sages (shoka
shoja)  , which  is expounded  in pre-Mahayana works  and  is also  actively  taught by contern-

porary Theravadins. The  
"sages

 of  the first fimit" are called  the "stream-enterers"
 (srota-

panna)  
,
 when  one  is said  to overcome  doubt and  attachment  to the notion  of  a  substantial

self (sarkdya-d?1.sli) . It is worth  noting  that a certain  level of  insight would  be necessary  to

overcome  especially  the attachment  to substantial  sel£

  I realize  that in this passage Shinran is stressing  one  of the vital doctrinal points, that is
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to say, that persons ofshinjin  attain the level ofnon-retrogression  or the rightly-established

state. Nevenheless, it is reasonable  to assume,  based on  the above  discussions, that  persons

of  shinjin  could  very  well  have embodied  these qualities traditionally associated  with  the

stream-enterers,  that is to say, overcoming  (1) doubt, (2) attachment  to worldly  conven-

tions, and  (3) attachment  to substantial  sel£ After all, the overcorning  of  doubt similarly

constitutes  one  of  the dimensions ofshinjin  experience.  Moreover, as  we  look at Shinran's

life, we  see  a  man  who  expressed  views  sharply  criticizing  even  the Ernperor  and  lived a

life relatively  unshackled  by worldly  precepts and  conventions.  And  finally, his overcom-

ing of  the attachment  to the view  of  substantial  self can  be demonstrated in his exuberant

utterance  wherein  his existential  base has shifted  from the conventional  ego  to that of  the

Buddha's Vbw:

  How  joyous I arn,  my  heart and  mind  being rooted  in the Buddha-ground  ofthe  universal  
Sfow,

 and

  my  thoughts and  feelings flowing within  the dharma-ocean, which  is beyond comprehension!

  (1<y6gybshinshj, Cws, 1:291)

3.S. Wisdom

  It is well  known  that Shinran identified shiiy'in in terrns ofwisdom  as  seen  in the fbllow-

ing passages from the Sho'z6matsu wasan  IEvaJl($U ff:

  It is by entering  the wisdom  of  shiaj  in (shinjin no  ehie  EiasOrv xe)
  That we  become  persons who  respond  in gratitude to the Buddhas'  benevolence. (Cws, 1 :407)

Shinran then  clarifies in his notes  by what  he means  by 
"wisdom

 ofshiiu'in"  as  fbllows:

  Know  that since  Amida's Vbw  is wisdom,  the emergence  of  the mind  of  entrusting  oneself  to it is

  the arising ofwisdom.  (Cws, 1:407)

There then fbllows another  yerse  which  uses  a similar  but varying  phrase, 
"the

 nembutsu

that is wisdom,"  a  term  that Shinran also  explains  in his note.

  It is by the power ofDharmakara's  Vbw

  That we  realize  the nembutsu  that is wisdom  (chie no  nembutsu  ig xt cDt2  M)

  Were  it not  for the wisdom  ofshiajin,

  How  could  we  attain  nirvana?

  [Shinran's note  aMxed  next  to the aboye  main  verse:]  the nembbltsu  that is rvisdom:  this is said be-

  cause  one  attains  Buddhahood through Amida's  Vbw. (Cws, 1:407)

It is sufliciently  clear  that shinjin  is not  the prodnct of  the seeker's  practice or  effbrt. The

traditional doctrinal position is firm on  this point, that is to say, the seeker is the recipient

of  endowed  wisdom  from Amida.

                                  -  1102 -
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  However, the question before us  is to inquire into the nature  of  the seeker's  response.  Tb  -

adopt  a well-known  Indian Buddhist metaphor,  is the seeker  one  hundred percent passive

like a  kitten canied  by the neck  by  its mother  in her mouth?  Or is there more  active  partici-

pation on  the seeker's  part, like a child  monkey  grabbing onto  its mother?

  Based  on  Shinran's note  above,  
"the

 emergence  ofthe  mind  ofentrusting  oneselfto  it is

the arising  ofwisdom,"  the seeker  comes  to entrust  in Amida's vow  on  account  ofAmida's

wisdom.  It is, again,  not  the case  that "wisdom"
 is actually  manifestedjully  in the seeker,

but it does seem  safe  to assume  that there awakens  in the seeker  some  degree of  under-

standing  which  then triggers the willingness  and  the decision to entrust  in the Vbw.  And

that act, in my  view,  requires  some  degree of  understanding  and  wisdom  about  the teach-

ings that enables  the seeker  to contextualize  its meaning  within  the framework  of  one's

own  religious  search  and  eventually  take the action  to trust in the Vbw.

4. Joy and  Overcoming  Dollbt

  I have now  cited  passages that reveal  the wisdom  dimension associated  with  shinjin  as

expressed  in terms ranging  frorn reflection  to awareness  to wisdom.  In that process I re-

ferred to one  reference  in which  the overcoming  of  doubt, one  of  the fbur dimensions of

shinjin  experience,  also  required  some  qualities ef  wisdom.  Allow me  now  to briefly dis-

cuss  how  the  sarne  argument  can  be made  with  regard  to joy, the third of  the fbur dimen-

sions  ofshiru'in.

  Shinran's writings  abound  with  passages that identify shinjin  with  
`lioy"

 and  its cognates

such  as  
`tioyfulness"

 and  
"rejoicing."

 One  such  passage is the foIlowing that describes the

one-thought  moment  of  shinjin:

  One thought-moment expresses  the ultimate  breyity of  the instant of  the realization  of  shirp'in and

  manifests  the vast,  inconceivable mind  ofJ'onitlness  [kyo'shin mpj6]. (Kyjgy6shinsho', CMS,

  1:110-11; italics added)

He  then  goes on  to quote the famous passage from  the Larger  SLekhavatiioptiha Sutra, in

which  
`tioy"

 appears  in a  compound  phrase with  shi,v7n  itsel£

  All sentient  beings, as  they hear the Name, realize  even  one  thought-moment  ofshiajin  and1-ay,

  which  is directed to them ffom Amida's sincere  mind,  and  aspiring  to be born in that land, they then

  attain birth and  dwell in the stage ofnon-retrogression.  (1<ipig6shinsh6, Cws,  1:11 1; italics added)

In my  view,  joy points to an  emotional  quality of  the practitioner's experience. However,
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here as  in the case  with  overcoming  of  doubt, it is accompanied  by some  degree of  wis-

dom.  In the above  passages, we  see  that the seeker'sjoy  came  as  a result  ofhaving  come  to

realize  that Amida  has not  abandoned  him and  was  guaranteed birth in the Pure Land. One

would  not  be able  to feel that level ofjoy  without  some  level ofrealization.

5. Shiiu'in as  
"Realization"

  I believe I have proyided sufficient  number  ofpassages  that revealed  the strong  wisdom

dimension related  to shiiv-in. Furtherrnore, we  saw  that the qualities ofwisdom  were  also  at

work  in relation  to the other  two  dimensions ofshinjin,  joy and  overcoming  of  doubt. As  a

result, even  with  the admission  of  
"entmsting"

 as  one  of  its four dimensions, shinjin  de-

serves  a different English rendering  than  
"entrusting."

 I, thus, propose 
"realization"

 that

best articulates  the wide  range  ofterms  that represent  
"wisdom."

  As  an  English term, 
C`realization"

 conveys  a  sense  of  fu1fi11ment of  a  personal goal that

transfbrms  a  seeker  to experience  higher or  deeper levels of  reality,  as  in the usage  of"self

realization"  in the field ofpsychology  and  in everyday  parlance. Further, its verb  form, 
`tto

realize,"  conveys  a  greater sense  of  active  and  dyriarnic qualities than 
"to

 entrust,"  while

not  taking on  the qualities of"selfpower"  ijiriki e ]b) that Shinran vehemently  opposed.

And  I believe that "realization"

 captures  the sense  of  
"spiritual

 empowerment,"  which  a

growing  number  of  contemporary  seekers  value  to a  much  greater extent  than  in the past.

This reflects  the emergence  of  a new  religious  environrnent  that has turned  more  individu-

alized  and  internal in centrast  to the more  collectivized  and  external  orientation  of  the past.

I believe `･realization"
 is in coneert  with  the fbrmer while  

"entrusting"
 belongs to the latter.

  In the end,  no  one  translation would  be completely  satisfactory.  However,  
"realization"

is a better choice  than 
"entrusting"

 fbr it dispels the misconceptions  dis¢ ussed  at the outset

and  captures  more  dimensions ofshiiy-in  experience.  This finding was  made  possible based

on  an  analysis  from the Shinsha theological perspective, which  allowed  the inquiry to em-

phasize the perspective of the practitioner's experience-not  that ofAmida-and  to be

freed from the constraints  ofthe  traditional sectarian  paradigm.
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